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Future electrical grid networks will consist of many distributed sources. The very
nature of many new distributed resources, including responsive demand, is
stochastic, highly volatile and hard to predict. Moreover, the system may be
prone to cyber-security threats. This challenges the fundamental assumptions
underlying today’s operations and planning which are by and large deterministic.
In particular, a holistic stochastic formulation is needed to state the problem of
sensing and communications as an integral part of supply/demand dispatch
during normal conditions as well as during failures. They key is to bring
probabilistic reasoning into supply and demand balancing because without such
proactive tracking of the system state, the worst-case design approach to
ensuring reliable services becomes unacceptably inefficient, and, at the same
time, does not provide information about the likelihood of the worst-case service
scenario. We propose an approach that brings together the probability estimates
based on the sensed and communicated information.
In particular, in this talk we consider two basic problems in monitoring smart
micro-grid networks. The first is the selection of sensor placements, and the
second is the system tracking. The basic assumption is that the affordable
number of sensors is much smaller than the total number of nodes in the system,
and that the system tracking problem must be solved with such a small number
of sensors. We propose several solutions to the posed sensor placement and
state tracking problems. Interestingly, these solutions are related to well known
signal processing algorithms in communication systems. First, we will show that
the upper bound on the performance achieved by the best positions of sensor
positions is related to the Rayleigh quotient. Second, we will show that the best
known practical method for choosing the sensor locations relies on a version of
the Viterbi algorithm, and finally, we will reveal how the well-known beliefpropagation method can be used to track the system state in a smart micro-grid
network. The talk develops the appropriate theoretical background, derives the
algorithms and shows simulation results that demonstrate the performances of
the derived signal processing methods for monitoring the electrical grid.
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